inspectorate of education that the presence of orthodox icons in the school where he taught philosophy was a discrimination against those who did not share the belief embodied by the icons. so, he recomended that the icons should be removed. since the local authorities rejected his complaint, because the school was an art school and icons were also an object of study, he decided to go in front of the national Council against Discrimination (nCaD).
1
Thus the debate was initiated in november 2006 through Emil Moise's plea 2 in front of the nCaD. At this point his request became broader in that he complained about the presence of orthodox icons in all the state schools in romania, not only about the icons in the high school where he taught. In response to his complaint, the nCaD answered that in the case of the art school the sentence of the Ploiesti Court of Appeal -which decided that icons should remain in classrooms due to the school's specialization -must be respected. As far as the matter concerned all the other schools in romania, the Council judged that the uncontrolled presence of icons in public institutions of education was an infringement of the state's religious neutrality and could lead to discriminatory situations. In order to prevent such situations, the nCaD issued a recommendation to the Ministry of Education through which it was advised to enact a rule so that the icons were removed from schools except for the religion class. 3 As a reaction to Mr. Moise's action, the Ministry of Education and the secretary of state for Cults issued official statements by which the spontaneous act of displaying icons in state schools was described as a manifestation of the school community's beliefs 4 . In this way the identity question was introduced into a debate started as a defense of pupils' rights against the abuses of the presence of icons. Although the supporters of icons did not use the terms national identity or collective identity, they resorted to terms like tradition, spirituality and cultural heritage, which are elements of a collective's identity. but what do this tradition, spiritual and cultural heritage consist of? remembering the Christian past of romania In order to answer this question I have chosen some historical moments that are usually referred to when we speak about the Christian tradition in romania. Christianity was brought to romania in the first centuries of our era. 5 Church historians, on the basis of Eusebius of Caesarea's chronicles, say that it was the Apostle Andrew who passed through romania's eastern region, Dobruja.
6
That makes for a two thousand year tradition of Christianity on romanian territory. Later on, after the fall of byzantium, the princes of romanian states became the protectors of Christian orthodoxy in their states but also of the Holy Mountain monasteries and of the Patriarchate of Constantinople.
7 one of those princes is known to have carried icons in his battles against invaders 8 and to have erected a church after each victory. several centuries later, on the eve of the 1848 revolution, Andrei Muresanu wrote a poem that nowadays is romania's national anthem. In his poem, Muresanu summons the romanian people to awaken from their deathlike sleep, to follow the example of the great romanian princes who fought for the unity and the liberty of romanians, having the Christian faith as ally in their struggle.
9
A century later, we find a cultural association called the "book under the icon" initiating a literacy campaign in the rural areas of Dobruja and north Moldavia. with the purpose of promoting reading in romanian, the association distributed donated books through the local church after being blessed by the priest. The peasants reverently received the books from the hand of the priest and kept them wrapped in paper under an icon. This action points out the role of icons as protectors of culture.
In fact, icons could be found also in romanian state schools in the year 1948, the year when the communist regime ordered them to be removed and replaced with the communist president's portrait. After the fall of communism people felt the need to restore orthodox icons in order to express the end of repression and return to liberty, including freedom of religious manifestation. About twelve years after that spontaneous return of icons in schools, the defender of pupils and teachers holding other beliefs than the orthodox Christian one, Emil Moise, questions the legitimacy of displaying the symbol of one faith in romanian state schools.
Two models of collective identity
Moise argues that icons do not express romanian culture and spirituality, the Christian tradition in romania is represented by a cross not by an icon in the state's coat of arms. If the icon had represented romanian cultural identity, then romanian people would have been religious people and the romanian state a religious state as in Islamic countries. so, the condition to consider icons as a feature of the romanian people's identity is its religiosity expressed not in the percentage of declared Christians, but in the laws of the romanian state and in the behaviour of orthodox Christian believers.
on the other hand, although representatives of different religious cults in romania cannot affirm that icons express their identity (because icons pertain only to the orthodox cult), they still feel that the presence of orthodox icons is a guarantee of religious freedom for all romanian believers. 10 In this way, icons lose their specific religious content and gain a general meaning of freedom of religious expression for all. so, while for orthodox Christians the icons carry an identity and liberty meaning, for other cults, identity cannot be found, but a common meaning of liberty would legitimize the icons' presence in state schools.
Moreover, the romanian orthodox Church and a leader of the teachers' union have emphasized the fact that icons express the religion of the majority of romanians. To that Emil Moise and his party replies that it is an abuse to suggest that a specific religion is the religion of all romanians, as there are also atheists or other faiths in romania. so, for them, the best choice for having an equal treatment for all is to remove icons from schools, so that discrimination may be prevented.
As we can notice, two distinct identities are being shaped by each part in the debate on the presence of icons in state schools: the supporters of icons stress the orthodox identity of the majority of romanians, while the opposing party stresses a heterogeneous identity in romania due to the difference of religious affiliation. In addition, the supporters of icons in schools seem to impose the orthodox identity of the majority to all romanians by displaying an orthodox symbol in public schools. However, the supporters always start their discourse by stressing the spontaneous movement of putting icons in classrooms from where the Communists took them.
In fact, icons are not present everywhere. A thorough study about icon frequency in classrooms is not yet available. I have experienced myself such diversity in high school, where some classrooms had one icon while many others had none.
11 In fact, I guess that no debate took place before the display of icons in schools, so that no one can say that the orthodox imposed icons over one minority who would have protested. And until Moise no complaint over their presence was made.
12 but now that the question has been raised, more attention will be paid to the act of exhibiting orthodox symbols in state schools.
with regard to the state institutions, the Ministry of Education, research and Innovation, 13 the Higher Court of Cassation and Justice (HCCJ), 14 members of the parliamentary Commission on Education 15 , all have expressed the right of 11 Differences may exist from school to school and from region to region. I studied in a theoretical high school in Călăraşi, a south-south-eastern romanian city near the border with bulgaria. Emil Moise's complaint is based on his experience as a teacher in an arts high school in buzău, in the central-east part of romania.
12 In 1998 a debate was started by three philosophy students who opposed a project lead by a Christian orthodox student association, AsCor, wishing to construct an orthodox chapel in the University campus and to expose orthodox icons in all the lecture halls of the same campus. The rectorate pressured by the opposing demands of both sides chose not to approve neither the project of construction, nor the exhibition of orthodox icons. (C. Ghinea, Ateii iconoclaşti cu care aş muri de gît, "Dilema Veche" 16 February 2007 № 158, http://dilemaveche.ro/sectiune/ tema-saptamanii/articol/iateii-iconoclastii-cu-care-as-muri-de-git). 13 The name mentioned in the article is the ministry's present denomination. At the time of the debate the ministry of education was called the Ministry of Education, research and Youth, as it appears in the decision of the HCCJ in June 2008, and Ministry of Education and research, as it appears in the decision taken by the nCaD in november 2006.
14 The decision № 2393 of the HCCJ pronounced on June 11, 2008, closed the debate by accepting the Ministry's of Education request to overrule the recommendation of the nCaD. 15 Irinel Popescu, member of the Conservative Party, olguta Vasilescu, member of the Greater romania Party, are some of those who expressed their support for the decision of the community. see article: Comisia de Învăţămînt a Camerei Deputatilor respinge interzicerea icoanelor in scoli, "Ziarul de Iasi", 21/12/2006, http://www.ziaruldeiasi.ro/invatamant/ comisia-de-invatamint-a-camerei-deputatilor-respinge-interzicerea-icoanelor-in-scoli~ni46rm. local communities to decide whether to exhibit or not orthodox icons in schools. In this way the romanian state through all its powers (executive, legislative, and judiciary) has recognized that its heterogeneous population 16 -with regard to religion -cannot be imposed upon via an administrative rule from the top of the hierarchy, but needs to find its own way to express religious affiliation. In this way there is no collective identity imposed by the state, each school's community (pupils, parents and teachers) being allowed to decide if the symbol of orthodoxy needs to be displayed or not, so that it can embody a feature of the community's identity.
As result of the state's democratic decision to let the school community decide whether to display orthodox icons or not, the local communities are not given any guidance on how to make such a decision. so, the communities will have to forge their own position regarding icons or to choose from the two positions expressed in the debate.
These two standpoints over the legitimacy of exposing icons in state schools expressed in the debate can be translated into two different manners of conceiving collective identity.
The first manner is presented by the supporters of icons who understand collective identity as based on tradition, history and culture, although it cannot include all the population, as various minorities have a different cultural heritage. However, they do not pretend that this kind of identity is that of all romanians, but that of a majority of romanians.
The second manner of conceiving collective identity pertains to those opposing the exhibition of icons, who are the partisans of a reduced and all-inclusive identity. Their suggestion is to eliminate the particularities of the majority of romanians so that all the minorities can feel included in the civic identity based on human rights. In this second case one cannot speak of a nation's identity, because the opponents of icons do not stress the common history or cultural heritage of romanians, but they emphasize only the rights of romanian citizens. All romanians must enjoy the same rights, they must be equally treated by the state, and the state must not allow for any religious manifestation that might offend those citizens holding different beliefs.
besides this twofold understanding of romanians collective identity, we can perceive some elements that point to different identity for each party. For instance, the supporters of icons identify themselves not only through the orthodox element. From their perspective over the debate another identity feature is being forget. Designating the opposition to icons as specific to communism, the supporters of icons considered themselves anti-communist, while Mr. Moise is perceived as continuing the policy of the communists, who were the only ones to have ever removed icons from state schools.
However, Moise and his supporters do not act in the name of the communist atheistic doctrine, but in the name of human rights, equal treatment and the neutrality of the state towards its citizens. And, above all, Mr. Moise does not oppose the orthodox belief and its manifestation. All that he asks for is that this particular belief be confined to the private sphere or to be expressed in public, but not in public institutions of the state, which must be religiously neutral. only the effect of his action could have been compared to the communist regime: if the complaint of Mr. Moise had succeeded, then the icons would have been taken out of schools, just as in the time of the communists. After all, Mr. Moise's action did not succeed, yet only his intention and the thought of it recalled romanians the recent fifty years of communism, when religious expression was not free.
The communist/anti-communist dichotomy, as the pro icons camp understands the two positions in the debate, is supported also by the fact that among the nGo's backing the supporters of icons in state schools, we can count several organizations of revolutionaries and anti-communist associations.
17
To the identity antagonism communists versus anti-communists, the two parties of the debate over the presence of icons in school seem to add another feature to their collective identity, but this time also only in the discourse of the party supporting the presence of icons. seeing that Mr. Moise used in his speech the principle of state neutrality understood as requiring the removal of icons, the supporters of icons immediately thought of laicity and none other than French laïcité. neither Mr. Moise, nor his supporters mentioned the term in their discourse, but the supporters of icons felt that the proposition of Mr. Moise would have better fitted French society. so, in this interpretation of the supporters of icons, Mr. Moise appears as the advocate of some foreign practices that do not fit the romanian context and thus seem to be a foreign method without roots in romanian culture; in this way laïcité would appear to be a recipient without content. In fact, the word laïcité is not used in the romanian constitution, but neutrality is not used either. The term neutrality is just an interpretation of the constitutional text. what the romanian Constitution mentions in Article 29 is the freedom of organization and of religious activity of the recognized cults, and their independence in relation to the state. This is where the neutrality of the state manifests itself, in the fact that it does not interfere with the activity of any cult in romania. on the other hand, the same article specifies that the state supports the religious assistance of cults in the army, in hospitals, prisons, homes, and orphanages 18 . so, the identity opposition, in the view of icon supporters, between them and the camp of Mr. Moise is enlarged by adding to the opposition communist/anti-communist another opposition: that between the defendants of local values and tradition, which could be called autochthons and the advocates of a foreign model, which does not fit to the romanian state, which could be called westernizers. 19 However, in comparison to the communist/anti-communist dichotomy, the opposition between those willing to adopt western culture and autochthons does not give a full account of the position of the two camps. being in favour of the display of icons as a symbol of romanian culture, the autochthonism supporters of icons appeal also to the example of west European countries in order to stress the legitimacy of exposing the symbol of a country's religious tradition. In the westernizer camp against the icons in state schools, we can see that the international declaration of human rights is not the only document brought forward as a juridical argument. The romanian constitution is also cited as well as the law on education. The same camp shows the icons as a possible expression of the right-wing extremism in which some romanian intellectuals and clergy men were involved in the 1930s. Thus the opposition autochthons versus westernizers is blurred by the mingled references to romania and the 18 Art 29 of the romanian Constitution [religion] . (1) Freedom of thought, opinion, and religious beliefs may not be restricted in any form whatsoever. no one may be compelled to embrace an opinion or religion contrary to his own convictions. (2) Freedom of conscience is guaranteed; it must be manifested in a spirit of tolerance and mutual respect. (3) All religions shall be free and organized in accordance with their own statutes, under the terms laid down by law. (4) Any forms, means, acts, or actions of religious enmity shall be prohibited in the relationships among the cults. (5) religious cults shall be independent from the state and shall enjoy support from it, including the facilitation of religious assistance in the army, in hospitals, prisons, homes, and orphanages. western civilization present in both camps. but, if we consider only the main argument of each camp -that of exhibiting icons as a symbol of romanian culture and that of not displaying icons due to the right of freedom of conscience -the opposition autochthons versus those willing to adopt western culture remains meaningful.
Also in opposition to a western way of conceiving the public space, Ilona Déneş 20 argues that Christian orthodoxy does not conceive public space as separated from the private. In this key of interpretation the debate over the presence of icons becomes an absurd dialogue of deaf people. nevertheless, this way of apprehending the two positions in the debate would lead to an orthodox impregnated view of the supporters of icons. However, the official statements are centred not on the orthodox doctrine 21 , but on the constitutional right to express one's belief, on the majority of orthodox romanian and also on the free choice of each community to manifest its belief. with this kind of arguments, I guess the pro-icon camp is rather situated in an articulated discourse based on non-dogmatic and democratic arguments.
Conclusions
As we have seen, the simple question of whether to display or not an orthodox icon in romanian state schools, has raised discourses where identity terms are not included but where identity features and representations fully abound. It is interesting that the party opposing the exhibiting of the icons does not define any specific identity, it is because M. Moise and his team are the advocates of human rights which are as universal as they can be. we find most of the references to identity, to orthodoxy and anti-communism in the discourse of the party supporting the presence of icons in romanian state schools.
The debate over the presence of the icons reveals one obvious element of identity for the majority of romanians: orthodoxy. The two other elements of self-definition: anti-communism and autochthonism appear at first as attributes of the pro-icon party. If we think that those who displayed the icons are also pro-icon although not involved in the debate, we can also extend the same attributes to them. They all spontaneously displayed icons to express the end of communism and the beginning of liberty.
In what concerns the 'opposition' party, they do not identify themselves as being anti-communist or communist, they simply defend the human rights of a minority, in the name of the universal quality of romanian citizenship. In this way they define themselves as simple romanian citizens asking for their rights. The characteristics of westernizers and communist are those attributed to them by the supporters of the icons, which they deny.
Having seen that the presence of orthodox icons reveals different types of identity we cannot conclude on the existence of an orthodox identity for all romanians. The opponents deny any identity content, the other cults invest icons with the symbolism of religious liberty for all, but for many of the romanians, the icons in schools remain an expression of romania's religious and cultural tradition.
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